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We present several applications of H. P. Rosenthal's subsequence splitting
1 .lemma: Each bounded sequence in L R admits a subsequence satisfying the
conclusion of a generalized Fatou's lemma and presenting a concentration of mass
phenomenon. We show that the modulus of uniform integrability of a bounded
1 .sequence in L R plays a capital role in the convergence in measure of such a
sequence. A Cauchy type theorem for the convergence in measure is established.
Finally we study the existence of minima of the L1-norm on closed convex subsets
1 .of L R . Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.q
1. INTRODUCTION
 .The biting lemma Corollary 2.5 is a subject of increasing interest. It
w x w xhas been proved among others by Gaposhkin 5 , Brooks and Chacon 4 ,
w xand Slaby 13 . It can be derived from H. P. Rosenthal's subsequence
w xsplitting lemma 3, 14 , which contains some additional information and
which is the main tool of the present paper. For some recent applications
w xof the biting lemma we refer to Saadoune and Valadier 12 . Most of the
w xresults presented here were announced in 7 .
 .Throughout this paper, V, S, P will be a fixed probability space. We
1 .will consider the Banach space L E of Bochner-integrable functions
 .built over the probability space V, S, P and a separable Banach space E.
We are frequently concerned with the case E s R.
w xIn 14 H. P. Rosenthal defined the modulus of uniform integrability
 . 1 .h H of a bounded subset H : L R : For « ) 0, put
< <h H , « s sup h dP : h g H , A g S , P A F « , .  .H 5
A
h H s lim h H , « . .  .
«ª0
 .Thus H is uniformly integrable if and only if h H s 0.
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 .  .If x is a sequence of real numbers, then x g R belongs to Ls x ifn n
 .and only if there is a subsequence of x that converges to x. For a subsetn
 .A : R, co A denotes its convex hull and x its characteristic function.A
2. RESULTS AND THEIR PROOFS
w xWe start with H. P. Rosenthal's subsequence splitting lemma 14 . See
w xalso 3, p. 68 .
 . 1 .LEMMA 2.1. Let f s f be a bounded sequence in L R . Then theren
 X .  .  .exist a subsequence f of f and a sequence A of pairwise disjointn n n
measurable sets such that
 . < X <  .i lim f dP s h f ;H n
nª` An
 .  X . 1 .ii the sequence x ? f con¨erges weakly in L R .V _ A nn
 .LEMMA 2.2. Let E be a separable Banach space and f s f be an
1 .bounded sequence in L E which con¨erges in measure to an element
1 .f g L E . Then the following assertions are equi¨ alent:`
 . 5 5 .i the sequence f con¨erges;1n n
 .  .  .ii h f 9 s h f for each subsequence f 9 of f ;
 .  X .  Y .iii there are subsequences f 9 s f and f 0 s f such thatn n
5 X 5 5 5lim f s lim f ,1 1n n
nª` nª`
Y5 5 5 5lim f s lim f ,1 1n n
nª` nª`
h f 9 s h f 0 ; .  .
 . 5 5  . 5 5iv lim f s h f 9 q f dP for each subsequence f 9 of f.1 Hn `
nª`
w x 5 5.Proof. We simply apply Lemma 1 of 7 to the sequence f .n
 .THEOREM 2.3. Let E be a separable Banach space and f s f an
1 . 1 .bounded sequence in L E that con¨erges in measure to f g L E . Then`
 . 5 5 5 5f con¨erges in norm if and only if the condition limnª` f F f1 1n n `
holds.
5 5 5 5Proof. Suppose that limnª` f F f . From each subsequence f 91 1n `
 Y . 5 Y 5 .of f we extract another subsequence f 0 s f such that f con-1n n n
 .verges. We deduce from Lemma 2.2 that h f 0 s 0. It is well known that a
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measure convergent uniformly integrable sequence is norm convergent.
w xSee, for example, 11, Proposition 4.7.5 .
wRemarks. The preceding theorem is due to Hewitt and Stromberg 6,
x nTheorem 13.47 in the real case. The case E s R is a recent result
w xobtained by Saadoune and Valadier 12, Theorem 4 .
 . 1 .THEOREM 2.4. Let f be a bounded sequence in L R . Then theren q
 X . 1 .  .exist a subsequence f 9 s f , a function f g L R , and a sequence An ` q n
of pairwise disjoint measurable sets such that for e¨ery A g S and for e¨ery
 Y .subsequence f 0 s f of f 9, we ha¨en
X X .  .1 limnª` H f dP s limnª` H f dP q H f dP F h x f 9 qA n Al A n A ` An
H f dP;A `
 . X X  .2 limnª` H f dP s limnª` H f dP q H f dP P h x f 0 qA n Al A n A ` An
H f dP pro¨ided that limnª` H f X dP s lim H f Y dP;A ` A n nª` A n
 .  .   X ...3 f v g co Ls f v P-a.e.;` n
 .  .  . n Y .4 the sequence C f 0 s 1rn  f con¨erges P-a.e. to f ;ks1 k n `
 .  .  .   ..5 h f 0 s h f s h C f 0 ;
 .6 the equi¨ alence of the following statements:
 . Yi lim H f dP F H f dP;nª` n `
 .  .ii h f s 0;
 .iii the sequence f 0 con¨erges weakly to f ;`
 .  .iv the sequence C f 0 con¨erges in norm to f .`
 X .  .Proof. We choose a subsequence f 9 s f of f and a disjointn n
 .sequence A of measurable sets as in Lemma 2.1. Fix a measurable setn
 X .A g S. Let f be the weak limit of the sequence x ? f . It is now` V _ A nn
 .  .easy to verify the equalities in 1 and 2 . We know from the proof of the
X  .subsequence splitting lemma that limnª` H f dP F h x f 9 . ThusAl A n An
 .the proof of assertion 1 is complete.
 Y .  X . XLet f 0 s f be a subsequence of f such that limnª` H f dP sn n A n
lim H f Y dP. Note that lim H f Y dP s lim H f Y dP qnª` A n nª` A n nª` Al A nn
 Y .H f dP. Applying Lemma 2.2 to the sequence x f , we obtainA ` Al A nnY  Y .lim H f dP s h x f . It is not difficult to see that the lastnª` Al A n Al A nn n
 Y .  .term is equal to h x f . The proof of 2 is finished.A n
 X .Note that x f converges in measure to 0. Without loss of generalityA nn
we may assume that it converges P-almost everywhere to 0. It follows that
 X ..  X .  X .Ls f v s Ls x ? f . As x ? f converges weakly to f , wen V _ A n V _ A n `n n
w x  .   X ..know, e.g., from 8, Proposition 1 , that f v g co Ls x ? f P-a.e.` V _ A nn
w xThe combination of Lemma 2.1 with Komlos' theorem 9 allows us toÂ
 . 1 .  X .prove 4 . There is an element g g L R and a subsequence of f , stilln
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 X .  Y .  X .denoted by f , such that for each further subsequence f of f then n n
 .sequence C f 0 converges P-a.e. to g. It is not hard to see that the
 .equality g s f holds P-a.e. Applying Lemma 2.2 to C f 0 , we obtain`
lim H f X dP s h C f 0 q H f dP . . .n `
nª`
It follows from the subsequence splitting lemma that
lim H f X dP s h f 9 q H f dP . .n `
nª`
 .  .   ..  .Hence h f G h f 0 G h C f 0 s h f .
 .  .  .The statement 6 follows from Lemma 2.1 and assertions 1 ] 5 .
The following result is known as the biting lemma.
 . 1 .COROLLARY 2.5. Let f be a bounded sequence in L R . Then theren
 X .  .   X ...exist a subsequence f of f and an integrable selection f of co Ls f vn n ` n
such that the set
H s A g S : x f X converges weakly to x f 4 .  .A n A `
 .contains, for each « ) 0, a measurable set A with P A G 1 y « .« «
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that the functions fn
have positive values. Let the notation be the same as in Theorem 2.4. It is
 .ceasy and sufficient to check that H contains all the A 's and D A ,n ng N n
where c stands for complement.
Another application of Theorem 2.4 yields the generalized Fatou's
w xlemma obtained in 8 .
 . 1 .THEOREM 2.6. Let f s f be a bounded sequence in L R . If then q
 .  .sequence H f dP con¨erges in R , then lim H f dP G h f qn q nª` n
H limnª` f dP.n
 .  .Proof. Combine assertions 2 and 3 of Theorem 2.4.
 . 1 .THEOREM 2.7. Let f s f be a bounded sequence in L R and f gn `
X1 . 5 5  .  .L R . If limnª` f y f F h f , then there exists a subsequence f 9 s f1n ` n
 . 5 X 5  .of f con¨erging in measure to f such that lim f y f s h f s1n ` nª` n `
  . 4inf h f 0 : f 0 subsequence of f 9 .
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.4 which we apply to
 < <.  .the sequence f y f . Thus we can choose a subsequence f 9 s f 9 ofn ` n
 .  .f and a sequence of pairwise disjoint measurable sets A such thatn n
 < X <. 1 .x f y f converges weakly to an element h belonging to L R .V _ A n ` qn
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 .  .  < X <.  < <.  .Note that h f s h f 9 s h f y f s h f y f . Assertion 2 ofn ` n `
5 X 5  .Theorem 2.4 says that lim f y f G h f 9 q H hdP. Combine the1nª` n `
5 X 5  .last inequality with the hypothesis to see that lim f y f s h f1nª` n `
 < X <.and h s 0 P-a.e. It follows that x f y f converges in norm to 0.V _ A n `n
 X .Consequently f y f converges in measure to 0. We known from asser-n `
 .  .  .tion 5 of Theorem 2.4 that h f 0 s h f for each subsequence f 0 of f 9.
This completes the proof.
 . 1 .COROLLARY 2.8. Let f s f be a bounded sequence in L R andn
1 .f g L R .`
 .a The following assertions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .i f con¨erges in measure to f and the sequence of realsn `
5 5 .f y f con¨erges.1n `
 . 5 5   . 4ii limnª` f y f F inf h f 9 : f 9 subsequence of f .1n `
 . 5 5  .iii lim f y f s h f 9 for each subsequence f 9 of f.1nª` n `
 .  .   . 4b Assume that h f s inf h f 9 : f 9 subsequence of f and that the
5 5 .  .sequence of reals f y f con¨erges. If f has a measure con¨ergent1n ` n
 .subsequence, then f con¨erges in measure to f .n `
 . 1 .THEOREM 2.9. Let f s f be a bounded sequence in L R such thatn
5 5lim f y f F 2h f . .1n m
n , mª`
 X .  .Then there exists a measure con¨ergent subsequence f of f such thatn n
5 X X 5lim f y f s 2h f . .1n m
n , mª`
n/m
 .Proof. We apply Rosenthal's lemma to the sequence f and choosen
 X .  .f and A as in Lemma 2.1. For each n g N, we define two functionsn n
u and d asn n
u s x f X , d s f X y u .n V _ A n n n nn
We then get the equality
< X X < < <x f y f y d y d s x u y x u . .  .A j A n m n m A m A nn m n m
 .   ..Remember that u is uniformly integrable and that P A converges ton n
0. Therefore we have
< <lim x u y x u dP s 0.H A m A nn mn , mª`
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< <  .Note that lim H d y d dP s 2h f . Summarizing we obtainn m
n , mª`
n/m
< X X <lim x f y f dP s 2h f . ) .  .  .H A j A n mn mn , mª`
n/m
 .In order to finish the proof, it is sufficient to show that u is a normn
Cauchy sequence. Note that
< < < X < < X < < X X < < X X <u y u s x f q x f q f y f y x f y f .n m A m A n n m A j A n mn m n m
5 5 < X < < X < 5 X X 5 < XHence u y u s H f dP q H f dP q f y f y H f y1 1n m A m A n n m A j A nn m n mX <f dP. Let us consider the four sequences on the right side of the previousm
equality. The first two converge to 0 when n and m tend to infinity,
n / m. By virtue of the hypothesis we may assume that the third sequence
 .converges to a point less than or equal to 2h f . The last sequence
 .  .converges to 2h f by ) .
 . 1 .COROLLARY 2.10. Let f s f be a bounded sequence in L R such thatn
5 5  .lim f y f exists. Then f has a measure con¨ergent subsequence if1n m n
n , mª`
n/m
and only if
5 5lim f y f s 2h f . .1n m
n , mª`
n/m
1 .THEOREM 2.11. Let C be a con¨ex subset of L R closed with respect toq
 .the topology of con¨ergence in measure. Suppose that f is a sequence in Cn
such that
5 5 5 5 4lim f s inf g : g g C .1 1n
nª`
 .  .Then f is uniformly integrable. Furthermore f admits a subsequence thatn n
5 5 5 5 4con¨erges weakly to an element f g C such that f s inf g : g g C .1 1` `
Proof. Theorem 2.4 yields a subsequence f 9 of f such that the se-
 .quence C f 9 of its Cesaro means converges P-a.e. to an element f g`
1 .L R . Note that f belongs to C. By virtue of the hypothesis and Lemmaq `
2.2 we get
5 5 5 5 5 5 4inf g : g g C s lim f s h C f 9 q f . . .1 1 1n `
nª`
  ..  .It follows that h C f 9 s 0. Assertion 5 of Theorem 2.4 says that
  ..  .  .h C f 9 s h f s 0. An application of assertion 6 of the same theorem
completes the proof.
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Remarks. The existence of the minimum in the previous theorem is due
w x w xto Levin 10 . Balder 1 proved Levin's theorem by means of Komlos'Â
theorem. He applied the latter to the study of weak compactness in L1
w xspaces 2 .
1 .COROLLARY 2.12. Let C denote a con¨ex non-¨ oid subset of L Rq
which is closed with respect to the topology of con¨ergence in measure. Then
the set
5 5 5 5 4C s g g C : g s inf h : h g C 41 1min
is con¨ex, non-¨ oid, and weakly compact.
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